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Reform Collective Bargaining to Enable Hard 
Working Americans to Get Ahead

James Sherk

Congress wants to rejuvenate the economy, and
many Members believe that expanding collective
bargaining is the way to do so. Few in Congress are
aware that America’s outdated labor laws prevent
many workers from earning raises. Most collective
bargaining agreements (CBA) specify seniority-
based promotions and raises that ignore individual
effort. Federal law prohibits employers from paying
individual workers more than their union contracts
provide. This restriction holds high-performing
employees back. No matter how hard they work,
union members cannot earn more than their unions
have negotiated for them.

This problem will only worsen as the economy
shifts toward jobs that require more individual skills
and initiative and that do not lend themselves to
general representation. Congress should bring labor
law into the 21st century by allowing businesses to
pay hard working and productive employees more
than is provided for in a CBA. This flexibility will
raise both wages and productivity. Unions should
not put a ceiling on workers’ wages.

General Representation Ignores Individual
Contributions. When workers at a company join a
union, that union becomes their exclusive bargain-
ing representative that negotiates their employment
contracts. One contract covers every worker. As a
practical matter, union officials cannot assess the
merit and productivity of hundreds or thousands of
workers at a company and negotiate appropriate
individual compensation packages.

Therefore, companies with union contracts must
instead pay their workers according to strictly
defined job classifications that do not distinguish
between individuals. Most union contracts base pro-
motions and raises on seniority; individual perfor-
mance reviews for the purpose of wage increases are
the exception, not the rule, in unionized firms.1 No
matter how hard—or idly—union members work,
they get paid according to the same job classification
and seniority system. CBAs treat workers identically
irrespective of their effort or contribution.

Holding Back Good Workers. CBAs protect less
competent workers—they are guaranteed the same
raises that every worker receives—while holding
good workers back. The National Labor Relations
Board repeatedly strikes down bonuses and merit
pay not first negotiated with the union.2 During
negotiations unions usually oppose merit and per-
formance pay, preferring collective seniority-based
wage increases.3 The law prevents unionized com-
panies from paying high-performing workers more
than mandated by a CBA.

This is not a theoretical problem: Good business
practices lead companies to raise high-performing
employees pay in the absence of a union. Businesses
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want to incentivize hard work and individual effort,
and firms must pay higher wages to keep successful
employees at their companies.123

Consequently, union contracts mean lower wages
for high-performing workers.4 More experienced
and more educated union members earn substan-
tially less of a premium for their skills than they
would without general representation.5 Union
members are also between one-third and one-quar-
ter less likely to be promoted than non-union work-
ers.6 Hard-working union members cannot get
ahead: No matter how hard they work, they cannot
earn more than mandated by their CBAs.

Hurts Workers and the Economy. Preventing
companies from raising the wages of good workers
hurts both those workers and the economy. Many
productive employees simply refuse to work at
unionized companies because they can do better at
companies where their talents are rewarded.7 This
hurts unionized businesses that lose good workers.

These laws also hurt the workers who remain in
the union. Academic research confirms common
sense: Employees work harder and become more

productive when they are rewarded. Basing pay
partly on individual performance raises both work-
ers’ earnings and corporate profits because employ-
ees work harder.8 CBAs that prevent individual
raises hurt the economy.

Out of Step with Modern Economy. The inabil-
ity of CBAs to reflect individual effort is out of step
with the modern economy. One-size-fits-all CBAs
were workable when all workers brought essentially
the same skills to the bargaining table—individual
skills and effort do little to distinguish workers on
the assembly line. But the nature of work in the
economy is changing. Employers are automating
many rote repetitive tasks. The fastest growing job
sectors are positions requiring jobs requiring indi-
vidual skills: professional specialty, executive and
managerial, and technical and sales jobs.9

At the same time, employers are also flattening
the job hierarchy. The line between management
and workers is blurring. Employers increasingly
expect workers to exercise independent judgment
and take initiative on the job.10 The unique skills of
individual financial planners, web developers, or
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medical specialists do not lend themselves to gen-
eral representation. Employers want to reward—
and employees want to be rewarded for—individ-
ual contributions that no collective contract can
reflect. Private-sector union membership has fallen
sharply because workers’ demand for union repre-
sentation has decreased.11 America’s outdated labor
laws that ignore individual effort do not appeal to
workers in the modern economy.

Permit Raises. Congress should bring federal
labor law into the 21st century by allowing compa-
nies to pay individual workers more than their
CBAs mandate. This could be accomplished by
amending the National Labor Relations Act so that
employers may provide individual workers with
greater remuneration than their CBAs provide—a
union’s exclusive bargaining representative status or
the terms of a CBA notwithstanding. Workers who
want union representation would still have all the
benefits of collective bargaining, but unions would
no longer place a ceiling on hard-working employ-
ees’ wages.

Higher Wages and a Stronger Economy. Allow-
ing companies to raises wages on the basis of indi-
vidual performance would strengthen the economy.
Companies do not simply give employees their pay:
Workers earn their wages through the wealth they
create on the job. Employees work harder and cre-
ate more wealth when they reap the fruits of their
labor.12 Absent a union-imposed wage ceiling busi-
nesses would raise wages for productive employees
to encourage hard work and keep successful

employees from leaving. Instead of redistributing
wealth, workers create more wealth. In such
instances, both businesses and workers win.

The experience of other countries shows that
allowing employers to reward successful employees
encourages greater productivity that leads to both
larger profits and higher average wages.13 The
United Kingdom and New Zealand allow employ-
ees to earn higher wages than a CBA awards—poli-
cies that have benefited their workers.14 With the
economy in a recession, it is critical that Congress
allow companies to reward achievement and incen-
tivize successful employees.

Recommendations to Congress. Many in Con-
gress believe that unions help workers achieve
prosperity, but antiquated American labor laws are
standing in the way. It makes no sense for unions to
place a legal ceiling on workers wages when the
economy is shifting toward jobs that require indi-
vidual skills and initiative. Consequently, Congress
should allow companies to reward achievement
and incentivize successful employees by paying
them more than their union contracts provide.
Workers should be free to earn raises through their
own hard work. This freedom will increase produc-
tivity, strengthen businesses, and raise workers’
wages. More than ever before, businesses need the
freedom to motivate productivity, and workers
need higher earnings.

—James Sherk is the Bradley Fellow in Labor Policy
at The Heritage Foundation.
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